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We explore the ability of a recently proposed jet substructure technique, dynamical grooming, to pin
down the properties of the quark-gluon plasma formed in ultrarelativistic heavy-ion collisions. In particular,
we compute, both analytically and via Monte Carlo simulations, the opening angle θg of the hardest
splitting in the jet as defined by dynamical grooming. Our calculation, grounded in perturbative QCD
(pQCD), accounts for the factorization in time between vacuum-like and medium-induced processes in the
double logarithmic approximation. We observe that the dominant scale in the θg distribution is the
decoherence angle θc which characterizes the resolution power of the medium to propagating color probes.
This feature also persists in strong coupling models for jet quenching. We further propose for potential
experimental measurements a suitable combination of the dynamical grooming condition and the jet radius
that leads to a pQCD-dominated observable with a very small sensitivity (≤ 10%) to medium response.
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I. JET SUBSTRUCTURE IN HEAVY-ION
COLLISIONS

The use of jet substructure techniques in heavy-ion
collisions is ramping up; see Refs. [1,2] and references
therein. From a theoretical viewpoint, there are certain
advantages when considering observables defined in terms
of one or a few jet constituents with respect to global ones
such as fragmentation functions [3–5] or jet shapes [6–9].
In particular, jet substructure observables can be engineered
to enhance the sensitivity to certain regions of the radiation
phase space where perturbative QCD effects dominate, thus
enabling first principles calculations. Experimentally, fully
corrected jet substructure measurements are now available
in heavy-ion collisions both at RHIC and LHC energies
[10,11]. They are highly complementary to the rich data set
recorded in pp collisions both for low [12,13] and high-pt
jets (e.g., Refs. [14,15]).
Up to now, the jet substructure program in the heavy-ion

community has strongly focused on SoftDrop (SD) observ-
ables [16,17]. They are defined in terms of the kinematics
of the first branching in an angular-ordered splitting tree

whose momentum sharing1 z satisfies the so-called
SoftDrop condition, z > zcutθβ, where θ is the relative
angle of the branching and (zcut; β) are free parameters. One
of such observables is the distribution of z values that pass
the SD cut. In vacuum, the zg distribution for β ¼ 0 is
known to scale as the Dokshitzer-Gribov-Lipatov-Altarelli-
Parisi splitting function [18–20] to lowest order in pertur-
bative QCD (pQCD), i.e., dσ=dzg ∼ 1=zg [21,22]. In the
medium, several ingredients are expected to play a role.
On the one hand, assuming that the interaction between
the high energetic jet and the medium is dominated by
multiple, soft scatterings, an enhancement of low-zg split-
tings is expected due to the ∝ z−3=2 scaling of the medium-
induced radiative spectrum [23,24]. On the other hand,
incoherent energy loss leads to more asymmetric splittings
being suppressed with respect to the vacuum baseline [25].
These two competing effects are, in general, hard to
disentangle and their relative magnitude will depend on
the jet pt together with the parameters of the grooming
condition; see Ref. [26]. The first zg measurement in
heavy-ion collisions by CMS showed a steeper zg distri-
bution with respect to the vacuum baseline [27]. The
theoretical interpretation of this softening remains unclear
given that the data has been quantitatively reproduced by
models whose in-medium dynamics are disparate; e.g.,
Refs. [28,29] related the enhancement of soft particles to
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1For a given splitting with prongs i and j, the momentum
sharing is defined as z ¼ minðEi þ EjÞ=ðEi þ EjÞ, where E
represents the energy.
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the medium-modified splitting functions while Ref. [30]
proposed a medium-response based description of the data.
In addition, no obvious modification of the zg distribution
has been observed at RHIC energies [12]. The simulta-
neous description of both data sets has been provided in
Ref. [31] where it was argued that the energy dependence
of the zg distribution was dominated by the density of the
quark-gluon plasma (QGP) together with coherent energy
loss. Nevertheless, a back of the envelope calculation
shows that the kt of the splitting probed by the RHIC
measurement can be as large as kt ∝ zptR, that is kt ¼
1 GeV for pt ¼ 25 GeV, R ¼ 0.4 and z ¼ 0.1. Thus,
nonperturbative dynamics are expected to play a role
and a purely pQCD approach might not be well suited.
Along these lines, the impact of the fluctuating thermal
background on the zg distribution, among other observ-
ables, has been recently assessed in Refs. [1,32]. The
authors showed that mistagged splittings can induce a non-
negligible contribution [Oð10%Þ] that mimics a jet quench-
ing signal. This fact lead ALICE to increase the value of zcut
from the standard value in pp, i.e., zcut ¼ 0.1, to 0.2 in their
recent publication [11]. Also, in this recent measurement,
the zg is integrated over all possible angles of the splitting.
These two combined ingredients, i.e., the enhanced zcut and
the integration over the angles, result in an unmodified zg
distribution.
Another SoftDrop observable that has been studied in the

context of jet quenching is the opening angle of the
SD splitting, θg. The physics motivation in this case is
related to the intrinsic medium angular scale θc that
divides the radiation phase space into resolved and unre-
solved splittings [33–35]. In a nutshell, splittings with
θ > θc lose more energy than those with θ < θc. Then,
the steeply falling nature of the jet pt spectrum leads to
a filtering effect such that only quasicollinear splittings
pass the selection cut and thus a narrowing of the θg
distribution when compared to pp is to be expected [36].
There is a competing effect that leads to a broadening of the
θg distribution, namely transverse momentum diffusion of
each of the resolved branches when θg > θc [37]. Recent
measurements by ALICE [11] indicate an overall narrow-
ing of the θg distribution with respect to pp. The physics
mechanism driving this observation is far from being
settled given that models with [38] and without a color
(de)coherence mechanism [37,39,40] are able to semi-
quantitatively describe the data.
Overall, out of the theoretical curves presented in

Ref. [11], the models that correctly reproduce both zg
and θg data are (i) JetMed [26,38], where the coherence
angle is built in, (ii) the Hybrid [39] with a fully incoherent
energy loss picture and (iii) the JetScape [40] result using
MATTERþ LBT [41,42], a model completely agnostic to
θc. Given the lack of consensus in the theoretical inter-
pretation of the SoftDrop measurements, a natural question
is whether instead of merely adopting jet substructure

techniques that were designed by the pp community,
one should develop specific tools best suited to in-medium
jet physics. As we have already mentioned, the necessity to
double the value of zcut to mitigate the impact of the
underlying event highlights the specificities of heavy-ion
collisions. Another example along this direction of thought
is Ref. [43] where a jet clustering algorithm that uses as
metric the formation time of the splitting was explored.
Regarding groomers, Ref. [44] proposed the dynamical
grooming procedure which relies on identifying the hardest
splitting in the QCD shower as defined by the maximal
value of the so-called “hardness” variable

κðaÞ ¼ 1

pt;jet
zð1 − zÞpt

�
θ

R

�
a
; ð1Þ

where a > 0 is a continuous free parameter and ðpt;jet; RÞ is
the transverse momentum and cone size of the jet. The most
natural values of a from a heavy-ion perspective are
a ¼ 1; 2. Indeed, when setting a ¼ 1 the splitting with
the largest transverse momentum, kt, is selected. This
choice is interesting from the point of view of probing
the quasiparticle nature of the QGP. In short, rare, hard
scatterings between the propagating color probe and the
medium lead to a ∝ 1=k4t scaling of the kt distribution’s tail.
Thus, an enhancement in the distribution at large kt could
serve as the smoking gun for Rutherford-like scatterings
[45,46]. Further, selecting a ¼ 2 corresponds to the split-
ting with the shortest formation time. These splittings will
likely be resolved by the medium and therefore larger in-
medium modifications with respect to the vacuum dynam-
ics are expected. One could then subdivide a sample of jets
into short and large formation time splittings and compare
the size of the modifications with respect to the pp
result [43].
So far, the dynamical grooming technique has only been

applied to pp physics both theoretically and experimen-
tally. In particular, Ref. [47] presented a thorough exami-
nation of the analytic structure of dynamically groomed
observables that led to a quantitative description of the
ALICE preliminary data [48,49]. Equipped with a solid
understanding of the vacuum benchmark, we extend the
theoretical calculation to in-medium jet physics. In this
paper, we focus on the angle of the splitting tagged by
dynamical grooming, while the relative kt will be presented
in a separate publication [50]. The goal of this paper is to
showcase the main physics ingredients that enter into the
theoretical calculation of θg and ease the interpretation of
Monte Carlo results. In particular, we demonstrate that this
observable is highly sensitive to the quark-gluon plasma
resolution angle.
The analytic calculation is presented in Sec. II. After a

brief reminder of the vacuum calculation, we move on to
the in-medium theoretical analysis in Sec. II B. We build up
our toy in-medium shower incrementally such that the
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impact of each ingredient in the θg distribution can be
clearly disentangled. The final theoretical curves can be
found in Sec. II C where we make use of the Kolmogorov-
Smirnov metric to quantify the discriminating power of the
observable. Then, we compare our analytic estimates to a
pQCD-based Monte Carlo in Sec. III A. We show that the
effects that we observe are qualitatively robust even in a
strong coupling description of the medium by using the
Hybrid model. Finally, in Sec. III C, we evaluate the impact
of the medium response using state-of-the-art jet quenching
Monte Carlo generators and present a systematic study of
the best setup to enhance the impact of pQCD physics on
this observable experimentally. We conclude and outline
some additional ideas in Sec. IV. The numerical routines
used in this publication can be found in Ref. [51].

II. THEORETICAL SETUP

We begin by formulating the dynamical grooming
technique in its most general terms, i.e., independently
of whether the emission takes place in vacuum or in the
medium. Here, we provide the main formulas and refer the
reader to Refs. [44,47] for a more detailed discussion on
their derivation. Our main assumption is that wework in the
soft and collinear limit such that z, θ ≪ 1 and we can
neglect momentum degradation along the jet primary
branch. Then, Eq. (1) reduces to

κðaÞ ¼ z

�
θ

R

�
a
: ð2Þ

Next, we take the κ ≪ 1 limit in order for resummation
techniques to apply [47]. The probability distribution for a
splitting to be the hardest in a QCD jet can be written as

d2Pðz; θjaÞ
dzdθ

¼ d2P̃ðz; θÞ
dzdθ

ΔðκjaÞ; ð3Þ

where d2P̃ðz; θÞ is a branching kernel that represents the
probability of a splitting with (z, θ) to take place along the
jet fragmentation and ΔðκjaÞ is a Sudakov form factor that
is the probability of no emission with hardness larger than
κðaÞ. These two functions are related by

lnΔðκjaÞ ¼ −
Z

1

0

dz0
Z

R

0

dθ0
d2P̃ðz0; θ0Þ
dz0dθ0

× Θðz0ðθ0=RÞa − κðaÞÞ: ð4Þ

Although left implicit, note that the branching kernel and,
thereby, the Sudakov form factor appearing in Eqs. (3) and
(4) depend on the color representation of the jet-initiating
parton. In addition, to guarantee the collinear safety of the
Sudakov form factor, we require a > 0.
In this work, we are interested in the angular distri-

bution of the splitting tagged by dynamical grooming. It is

obtained directly from Eq. (3) by marginalizing over z.
That is,

1

σ

dσ
dθg

����
a

¼
Z

1

0

dz
d2Pðz; θjaÞ

dzdθ
δðθ − θgÞ: ð5Þ

Note that this differential distribution is self-normalized by
definition.
The purpose of the next sections is to compute Eq. (5) for

vacuum and in-medium jets.

A. Vacuum recap

In the double-logarithmic approximation (DLA) on
which we rely throughout this paper2 it is sufficient to
consider the branching kernel in the soft (z ≪ 1) and
collinear (θ ≪ 1) limit,

d2P̃vacðz; θÞ
dzdθ

¼ 2αsCR

π

1

zθ
; ð6Þ

where CR is the Casimir factor of the representation of the
leading parton. At this level of accuracy, the strong
coupling constant is fixed to the hardest transverse momen-
tum scale of the problem Q ¼ pt;jetR, namely αs ≡ αsðQÞ.
The remaining integrations in Eq. (5) can be carried out
analytically and yield

1

σ

dσ
dθg

¼ 1

θg

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ᾱπa

p �
erf

� ffiffiffiffiffiffi
ᾱa

p
ln

�
θg
R

��
þ 1

�
; ð7Þ

with ᾱ≡ αsCR=π. This distribution is shown in Fig. 1 as a
function of the grooming parameter a. We observe that the
lower the value of a, the more collinear the “hardest” (or
tagged) splitting is. In fact, this is confirmed analytically
after taking the first derivative of Eq. (7), and we obtain the
maximum of the distribution to be

ln

�
1

θmax

�
¼ 1

2aᾱ
þOð1Þ: ð8Þ

To conclude this vacuum recap, we would like to empha-
size that the regions of phase space that the θg observable
explores are heavily correlated with the choice of a. In
particular, setting a ≥ 1 leads to the observable being
sensitive to wide angle dynamics. This observation will
play an important role in the next section, where we extend
the calculation to account for in-medium jet evolution.

B. In-medium calculation

After more than two decades of active theoretical work,
our understanding of how to describe the fragmentation
process of a highly energetic parton in the medium has

2See Ref. [47] for a higher-order computation.
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significantly improved. One of the building blocks of an in-
medium parton shower is the medium-induced radiative
spectrum. Recently, it has been computed beyond its two
asymptotic limits: (i) rare, hard [52] and (ii) multiple, soft
scatterings [23,24] between the jet and the medium con-
stituents. A few numerical approaches can be found in
Refs. [53–56], while a novel expansion scheme has been
proposed at the analytic level [57] and applied to some global
observables in Refs. [58,59]. Significant advances have been
made on the evolution of this gluonic cascade [60–63] and its
cross-talk with the vacuum evolution [38]. In addition,
semianalytic approaches [58,64] are now incorporating
realistic collision geometries and local medium properties
from the hydrodynamic evolution of the medium.
In this work, we make three major simplifications to

facilitate analytic manipulations. First, we restrict ourselves
to the double logarithmic limit of pQCD. In this limit, there is
a factorization in time between vacuum-like emissions
(enhanced by large soft and collinear logarithms) and
medium-induced emissions [38]. Further, we treat the
medium as a static brick of length L. This allows us to
neglect the time dependence of the quenching parameter, i.e.,
q̂ðtÞ≡ q̂ΘðL − tÞ. In the first part of this section, L is taken
as a constant, while by the end of it we evaluate the impact of
its fluctuations by using a probability distribution that
mimics the collision geometry. Last, we describe the jet-
medium interaction in the multiple soft, scattering approxi-
mation. That is, we only account for inelastic collisions with
low-momentum exchanges between the propagating parton
and the medium constituents. These interactions lead to
medium-induced emissions together with a Gaussian dif-
fusion in transverse space characterized by the momentum
scale Q2

s ≡ q̂L.
Within this simplified scenario, the phase space for

the first branching can be sketched in a Lund-plane

representation [65] as the one provided in Fig. 2, where
we use the transverse momentum k⊥ of the emission and its
opening angle θ as coordinates. We can approximate the
quantum-mechanical formation time of the emission as
tf ≃ 2=ðk⊥θÞ ¼ 2=ðωθ2Þ. Let us discuss the different
regions in Fig. 2.

(i) Blue region: The most obvious constraint on the
radiative phase space is generated by the finite
length of the medium; emissions with tf > L are
created outside of it and thus their fragmentation
process develops as in vacuum.

(ii) Red and purple regions: On the other hand, branch-
ings with tf < L can be classified into two categories:
vacuum-like (VLEs) andmedium-induced (MIEs). In
this case, the relevant scale arises by considering that
any emission inside the medium has a minimum
transverse momentum set by the one acquired via
multiple soft collisions during its formation time:

k2⊥ ≥ k2⊥;med ≡ q̂tf: ð9Þ

Emissions which saturate this constraint, k⊥ ¼
k⊥;med, are medium-induced, while emissions with
k2⊥ ≫ k⊥;med are vacuum-like.3 In terms of formation
time, the latter condition becomes tf ≪ tmed

f with
the formation time of a medium-induced emission
given by

tmed
f ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2ω=q̂

p
: ð10Þ

FIG. 1. θg distribution in vacuum for various values of the
dynamical grooming parameter a. The peak position of the
distribution scales as 1=a.

FIG. 2. Schematic Lund plane representation of the relevant
regions of phase space for an in-medium jet. The physical
meaning of the different lines is explained in the main text.

3Large-k⊥ emissions can also be triggered by single hard
collisions with a medium scattering center, but we neglect this
kind of contribution in this study.
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Therefore, vacuum-like emissions have much shorter
formation times than medium-induced ones. Con-
sequently, vacuum-like emissions are vetoed in the
tmed
f < tf ≪ L region, i.e., the purple area in Fig. 2
[38]. Besides tmed

f , there is yet one more scale that
plays a prominent role in this paper, i.e., the
decoherence angle θc givenby (see e.g.,Refs. [25,34])

θc ¼
2ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
q̂L3

p : ð11Þ

As we have already mentioned, this angular scale
separates resolved from unresolved emissions. The
purple region contains branchings with θ > θc. As
such, the two prongs act as independent emitters after
the splitting.

(3) Green region: In this area, splittings are typically
vacuum-like, but are never resolved by the medium
given that θ < θc. These emissions lose energy as a
single color charge.

In what follows, we present analytic estimates for the
dynamically groomed θg distributions of splittings gener-
ated in the regions of phase space that we have discussed
above. We would like to remark that it is not the aim of this
paper to provide precise analytic predictions, but rather to
illustrate the main physics ingredients that enter into the
theoretical calculation of θg in order to facilitate an
interpretation of the Monte Carlo results that will be shown
by the end of this manuscript.

1. Vacuum-like emissions

Formally, the only leading-logarithmic effect of the
medium on the dynamically groomed distributions is
caused by the veto constraint on vacuum-like emissions
in the presence of a dense medium (see purple region in
Fig. 2). As we have described above, emissions whose
formation time satisfies tmed

f < tf < L and whose angle is
θ > θc are vetoed, and therefore, Eq. (3) is amended
accordingly:

d2Pvle

dzdθ
¼ d2P̃vacðz; θÞ

dzdθ
Θ∉vetoðz; θÞΔ∉vetoðκjaÞ; ð12Þ

where d2P̃vacðz; θÞ is given by Eq. (6). In this case, the
Sudakov form factor reads

lnΔ∉vetoðκjaÞ ¼ −
Z

1

0

dz0
Z

R

0

dθ0
d2P̃vacðz0; θ0Þ

dz0dθ0

× Θ∉vetoðz0; θ0ÞΘðz0ðθ0=RÞa − κÞ; ð13Þ

with

Θ∉vetoðz; θÞ ¼ 1 − Θðθ − θcÞΘðtf − tmed
f ÞΘðL − tfÞ

¼ 1 − Θðθ − θcÞΘð2q̂ − z3p3
t θ

4Þ
× Θðzptθ

2L − 2Þ: ð14Þ

Note that these medium boundaries are known at double
logarithmic accuracy only, meaning that the numerical
prefactors (such as the factors of 2 in the veto constraint)
are not under control and have been chosen in this way
for convenience. Consequently, one can perfectly neglect
single logarithmic terms such as hard collinear or running
coupling corrections in Eq. (12) since our calculation cannot
be more accurate than double-log due to medium-related
uncertainties in the phase space for vacuum-like emissions.
The calculation of Eq. (13) is provided in Appendix A.

The integral over z0 is done analytically, while the remain-
ing integral over θ0 is performed numerically to avoid the
difficulties related to the complicated shape of the inte-
gration domain. In Fig. 3, we present the impact of the
veto constraint on the θg distribution. The kinematic para-
meters are chosen to resemble an ALICE-like setup4:
αs ¼ 0.2; R ¼ 0.4; pt ¼ 100 GeV=c, L ¼ 4 fm and q̂ ¼
1.5 GeV2=fm. The medium parameters are tuned such that
our final theoretical result agrees with the nuclear modi-
fication, RAA, in the ALICE jet selection window [66]. In
addition, the jet pt always refers to the final transverse
momentum, i.e., after quenching, although when energy
loss is absent this value coincides with the pt of the
initiator. We observe how the presence of the veto region
leads to a relative narrowing of the distribution for
a ¼ 1; 2. This is expected given that the veto region mainly
prohibits large angle emissions and thus, collinear radiation
is enhanced. Due to the self-normalization of the observ-
able, this leads to a depletion of wide angle splittings. In the
case of a ¼ 0.1, the effect is negligible since it tags narrow
splittings by construction. Overall, the effects are only
sizable for θg=R ≪ 1. Our main interest in this paper is to
design an observable that enhances the sensitivity to the
critical angle θc and that is the reason why we choose an
angular observable such as the θg distribution. If instead
one would like to maximize the impact of the veto region, it
would be more convenient to explore observables with
large values of a, like the groomed mass (m2

g ∼ zθ2), such
that the tagging condition is parallel to the tmed line
in Fig. 2.

2. Medium-induced emissions

The dynamically tagged splitting can also be a medium-
induced emission. The differential probability for these
type of emissions, within a multiple scattering description

4Note that the factorized picture described in Fig. 2 is best
suited for large-pt jets and, therefore, the ALICE-like kinematics
is not optimal.
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of the parton-medium interaction, is given by a convolu-
tion of the BDMPS-Z energy spectrum with the angular
distribution Bðz; θÞ produced via transverse momentum
broadening, i.e.,

d2P̃mie

dzdθ
≈

k⊥≪Qs
ω≪ωc

ᾱs;med

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2ωc

z3pt

s
Θðωc − zptÞBðz; θÞ; ð15Þ

where ωc ¼ q̂L2=2 is the maximum energy that an emis-
sion can acquire as it corresponds to tmed

f ¼ L. In principle,
the emission’s energy is also bounded from below by the
Bethe-Heitler frequency ωBH ∝ μ4=q̂, where μ is an infra-
red regulator of the order of the Debye mass (∼1 GeV).
That said, these soft emissions are suppressed by the
Sudakov form factor in DyG (Dynamically Groomed)
observables and, consequently, this infrared physics is
irrelevant. In this formula, the strong coupling constant
αs;med should be evaluated at the typical transverse momen-
tum scale of a medium-induced emission, k⊥;med. However,
following the vacuum calculation, we shall consider αs;med

as a constant parameter to be fixed, just like the other free
parameters, by comparing our analytic model to the jet RAA
observable in a given pt;jet window. Note that αs;med can be
distinct from its vacuum counterpart αs.
The factorization of the exact spectrum into the product

of the time-averaged broadening distribution and the
energy spectrum is only valid in the soft ω ≪ ωc and
collinear limit k2⊥ ≪ Q2

s ¼ q̂L, i.e., for short-formation
time emissions compared to the medium size. Such
emissions can happen anywhere along the jet path length.
Therefore, Bðz; θÞ describes the transverse diffusion of the

emission and is given by the average over the emission time
t ∈ ½0; L� of a Gaussian distribution in k⊥ ≃ ωθ with
variance q̂ðL − tÞ, i.e.,

Bðz; θÞ ¼ 1

L

Z
L

0

dt
2ω2θ

q̂ðL − tÞ e
− ω2θ2

q̂ðL−tÞ

¼ 2θ
z2p2

t

Q2
s
Γ
�
0;
z2p2

t θ
2

Q2
s

�
ð16Þ

where Γða; zÞ ¼ R∞
z dtta−1e−t is the incomplete Gamma

function. This distribution peaks at the transverse momen-
tum scale Qs.
Although not realistic from a physics point of view, let

us consider a jet evolving via primary medium-induced
emissions only (without VLEs), distributed according to
Eq. (15). Then, the probability distribution for a medium-
induced splitting to be the hardest in the shower is given by

d2Pmie

dzdθ
¼ d2P̃mieðz; θÞ

dzdθ
ΔmieðκjaÞ ð17Þ

with the in-medium Sudakov form factor related to the
medium-induced branching kernel as in Eq. (4). A straight-
forward calculation gives (for κ < ωc=pT)

lnΔmieðκjaÞ ¼ −
Z

1

0

dz0
Z

R

0

dθ0
d2Pmie

dz0dθ0
Θðz0ðθ0=RÞa − κÞ

¼ −ᾱs;med

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2ωc

pT

s Z
ωc=pT

κ

dz0

z03=2

×

�
z02χΓð0; z02χÞ

−
�
κ

z0

�
2=a

z02χΓ
�
0;

�
κ

z0

�
2=a

z02χ
�

− expð−z02χÞ þ exp

�
−
�
κ

z0

�
2=a

z02χ
��

;

ð18Þ

with χ ¼ Q2=Q2
s and Q2 ¼ p2

t R2. Note that with Eq. (17),
the normalization of d2Pmie is not guaranteed. Indeed,
when taking the limit κ → 0 in Eq. (18) the Sudakov does
not vanish, as it is the case for vacuum emissions, but rather
tends to a constant. This difference arises from the absence
of a collinear singularity in the medium-induced case.
Therefore, in order to maintain the probabilistic interpre-
tation of Eq. (17), one needs to divide by 1 − Δð0Þ.
In Fig. 4, we represent the θg distribution computed with

medium-induced emissions only. We observe how the
small-θg behavior is strongly modified with respect to its
vacuum counterpart (see Fig. 3) in the a → 0 limit. This
behavior is related to the absence of collinear singularities

FIG. 3. θg distribution for gluon jets in medium including only
vacuum-like emissions in the phase space of Fig. 2, for various
values of the dynamical grooming parameter a. The lower panel
shows the ratio to the pure vacuum expectation presented in
Fig. 1. The veto region forbids some of the wide angle emissions
and thus enhances emissions with small θg.
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in the medium-induced branching kernel due to the broad-
ening term.
Combining vacuum-like and medium-induced emissions.

At this stage, we can construct the probability distribution
for a splitting to be the hardest accounting for both vacuum-
like and medium-induced emissions. Our formula is
grounded on the factorization in time between the two
types of processes that holds within the DLA. This
factorization states that in-medium vacuum-like emissions
occur first, in an angular-ordered way, followed by time-
ordered medium-induced emissions [38]. Further, we
impose the following pair of approximations:
(1) Transverse momentum broadening after the emis-

sion process is neglected for the in-medium vacuum-
like splittings. This would shift the final value of θg
by a typical angle of order Qs=ω which is indeed
negligible in the in-medium region above the line
k⊥ ¼ Qs in Fig. 2. Below this line, this approxima-
tion is less justified, and the effect of transverse
momentum broadening in jet substructure observ-
ables deserves further studies.

(2) Only relatively hard, primary, medium-induced
emissions remain inside the jet cone. In principle,
these emissions trigger medium-induced cascades
that rapidly develop a turbulent behavior leading to
the multiplication of soft gluons with energy below
the multiple branching scale ωbr ∼ α2s;medωc [67–69].
Our approximation is valid if these gluons (with
ω≲ ωbr) are deviated outside the jet cone. Since the
typical angle of a gluon in the multiple branching
regime is θbr ∼ ðq̂=ðα2s;medω

3ÞÞ1=4 [70,71], the con-
dition on the jet radius isR≲ θc=α2s;med. For our choice
ofmediumparameters, onegetsθc=α2s;med ∼ 0.7which
is indeed larger than the cone sizes studied here.

Under these approximations, the probability distribution
for a splitting to be the hardest in the full shower can be
written as

d2Pmedðz; θjaÞ ¼ ðd2P̃vacðz; θÞΘ∉veto þ d2P̃mieðz; θÞÞ
× Δ∉vetoðκjaÞΔmieðκjaÞ: ð19Þ

The interpretation of the previous formula is quite trans-
parent from a physical point of view. The tagged splitting
can be either a vacuum or a medium-induced emission and,
for both cases, one has to ensure that emissions of any
type with a κ0 > κ are vetoed. We would like to remark
that Eq. (19) can only be taken, at best, as a proxy for a
realistic in-medium shower. The Lund plane density of the
branching kernels in Eq. (19), i.e., d2P̃vacðz; θÞΘ∉veto þ
d2P̃mieðz; θÞ, can be found in the left panel of Fig. 5. In this
representation, the vacuum branching kernel is completely
uniform except for the fact that it does not populate the
veto region. In contrast, due to momentum broadening,
medium-induced emissions have a typical transverse
momentum of k⊥ ∼Qs in the multiple, soft scattering
approximation and thus the enhancement is observed in
Fig. 5 around this scale.
The difference between the toy shower and the vacuum

result is shown in the right panel of Fig. 5. An interesting
point to notice is that the average value of the tagged θg
increases when including the medium-induced component.
Indeed, at small θg, the MIEs cause the distributions to go
to zero faster because of the absence of a collinear
singularity in their emission kernel, leading to a depletion
when compared to VLEs. The transition angle at which we
observe an enhancement depends on the value of a: it will
be below (a ≪ 1) or above [a ∼Oð1Þ] the critical reso-
lution angle θc. This is reflected in the lower panel of the
plot where we clearly observe that the ratio between the toy
shower and the vacuum result goes below 1 at an angle
whose value increases with increasing values of a.

3. Energy loss

Up to now, we have ignored one of the main distinctive
features of in-medium jet propagation, that is, jet energy
loss. We have shown in the previous section that the angular
distribution of medium-induced emissions is broader than
the corresponding vacuum one. Therefore, a “vacuum” jet
with a given cone R and transverse momentum pt0, will
lose energy due to MIEs radiated out of the cone, i.e., with
θ > R. The main effect of the large angle energy loss
consists in a redistribution of jets with given values of zg
and θg due to differential energy loss. In other terms, the
energy loss by a given jet triggered by a parton with initial
transverse momentum pt0 depends on the zg and θg values
of the jet after evolution. As the hard spectrum tends to
bias towards jets losing less energy than average, this

FIG. 4. θg distribution for gluon jets using only medium-
induced emissions from Eq. (17). The small-θg behavior is
dominated by the broadening term.
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differential energy loss redistributes the amount of jets
tagged by ðzg; θgÞ.
We now write a general formula that encompasses this

idea. We call Ei;pt0;Rðεjzg; θgÞ the conditional probability for
an i-initiated jet to radiate energy ε out of the jet cone R,
knowing that the jet has a dynamically groomed hard
branch with kinematic ðzg; θgÞ. Then, the θg distribution for
jets having a final transverse momentum pt is

1

σ

dσ
dθg

����
pt

¼ N −1
med

Z
dε

X
i∈fq;gg

dσi
dðpt þ εÞ

×
Z

dzgPmed
i ðzg; θgÞEi;pt;Rðεjzg; θgÞ; ð20Þ

where dσi is the cross section for producing a jet with flavor
i whose extraction is discussed in Appendix B. Further,
N med is a normalization factor given by

N medðptÞ ¼
X

i∈fq;gg

Z
dε

dσi
dðpt þ εÞ Ei;pt;RðεÞ; ð21Þ

since using the law of total probability,

Ei;pt;RðεÞ≡
Z

dθgdzgEi;pt;Rðεjzg; θgÞPmed
i ðz; θgÞ; ð22Þ

where Ei;pt0;RðεÞ is the probability for an i jet to lose an
energy ε without any knowledge of its substructure. Notice
that we use Pmed in Eq. (20), i.e., we quench not only
vacuum-like emissions, but also intrajet medium-induced
ones. Physically speaking, N med corresponds to the jet
cross section.

Given the steeply falling nature of the jet spectrum, i.e.,
dσ=dpt ∼ p−n

t with n ≫ 1, one can write dσ=dðpt þ εÞ ≈
dσ=dpt expð− nε

pt
Þ such that Eq. (20) becomes

1

σ

dσ
dθg

����
pt

¼ N −1
med

X
i∈fq;gg

dσi
dpt

Z
dzgPmed

i ðzg; θgÞ

×
Z

dεEi;pt;Rðεjzg; θgÞe−
nε
pt : ð23Þ

The last line of the previous equation is the Laplace
transform of the conditional energy loss probability.
Next, we need to specify the energy loss probability

distribution Ei;pt;Rðεjzg; θgÞ. In the double logarithmic
approximation, the jet is dominated by the hardest emis-
sion—the one tagged by dynamical grooming—and is thus
made of two subjets. Neglecting the intrajet multiplicity of
the subjets, their energy loss probability can be approxi-
mated by that of a single parton5 with flavor i, out of a cone

with opening R, denoted by Pð1Þ
i;RðεÞ. In terms of Pð1Þ, the

energy loss probability of this two-prong system can be
written as

Ei;pt;Rðεjzg; θgÞ
¼ ð1 − Θresðzg; θgÞÞPð1Þ

i;RðεÞ þ Θresðzg; θgÞ

×
Z

∞

0

dε1

Z
∞

0

dε2P
ð1Þ
i;Rðε1ÞPð1Þ

g;Rðε2Þδðε − ε1 − ε2Þ; ð24Þ

where the resolution condition reads

FIG. 5. Left: phase-space density of the branching kernel in the toy shower given by Eq. (19). It is interesting to notice that medium-
induced emissions refill the veto region. Right: θg distribution for gluon jets using both vacuum-like and medium-induced emissions for
various values of the DyG parameter a. The combined effect of VLE and MIE favors wider emissions.

5We do not take into account the fact that the opening angles of
the two subjets are different from R and depend on θg.
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Θresðzg; θgÞ ¼ Θðθg − θcÞΘðzgθgpt − k⊥;medÞ; ð25Þ

and it selects splittings in the red region of Fig. 2. Then,
Eq. (24) simply states that if the two-prong system is
resolved by the medium, the jet energy loss is the sum of
the energy losses of each subjet. On the other hand, if the
two prongs are not resolved, the full jet loses energy as a
single subjet with the color charge of its initiator. Plugging
Eq. (24) into Eq. (23) yields

1

σ

dσ
dθg

����
pt

¼N −1
med

X
i∈fq;gg

dσhi
dpt

Z
dzgPmed

i ðzg;θgÞ

× ½ð1−ΘresÞQiðpt;RÞþΘresQgðpt;RÞQiðpt;RÞ�;
ð26Þ

where we have defined

Qiðpt; RÞ≡
Z

∞

0

dεPð1Þ
i;RðεÞ exp

�
−
nε
pt

�
: ð27Þ

The last step is to find an approximation for the function

Pð1Þ
i;RðεÞ or equivalently, the quenching weight Qiðpt; RÞ.

Neglecting the intrajet activity of the subjet, Pð1Þ
i;RðεÞ can be

approximated by the energy loss probability distribution of
a single parton of flavor i out of a cone of size R. Evaluating
the Laplace transform, we arrive at the well-known
expression for the quenching weight [72,73]:

Qiðpt; RÞ ¼ exp

�Z
∞

R
dθ

Z
1

0

dz
d2P̃mie

dθdz
ðe−nω

pt − 1Þ
�
: ð28Þ

At this point, an important remark is in order. We have
argued that d2P̃mie accurately describes the intrajet
medium-induced activity. Then, at first glance, it might
seem contradictory to use this very same branching kernel
to estimate the number of gluons that are deviated outside
the jet cone. The physical reason behind this apparent
contradiction was presented in Refs. [67,74] (see Ref. [69]
for a review). It is related to the turbulent behavior of the
medium-induced cascade that efficiently degrades the
initial energy into very soft quanta. This turbulent cascade
has a fixed point which is identical to the BDMPS-Z
spectrum that gives the z dependence of d2P̃mie and
explains, a posteriori, why Eq. (28) is a good estimation.
As argued previously, the typical angle of soft gluons in

the multiple branching regime is θbrðωÞ. Therefore, the
criterion for a medium-induced gluon to be deviated out of
the jet cone is θbrðωÞ > R or Qs=ω > R. The latter
condition corresponds to the case of a relatively hard
emission with ω > ωbr. For the values of R we consider,
the second condition overwhelms the first one, so that we
can safely approximate the angular dependence of d2P̃mie

by δðθ −Qs=ωÞ. Then, the quenching weight reads

lnQiðpt; RÞ ¼
2αs;medCi

π

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2ωc

ωmax

s
ð1 − ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

πνωmax
p

× Erfð ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
νωmax

p Þ − e−νωmaxÞ; ð29Þ

with ωmax ¼ minðQs=R;ωcÞ and ν ¼ n=pt. Note that
recent works have gone beyond the single parton energy
loss picture for global observables by resuming the effects
of the fluctuating substructure on the total energy loss
[58,59,75]. We will extend that formalism to jet substruc-
ture observables in a separate publication [50].
We have checked that this quenching weight gives

reasonable values for the RAA ratio of jet cross sections
with our choice of medium parameters. As alluded to
above, the jet cross section in Pb-Pb is given by N med,
which can be obtained either from Eqs. (21)–(22) or from
Eq. (26) thanks to the self-normalization of the θg dis-
tribution. In both cases, we observe a mild a dependence of
this jet cross section, as a consequence of the main
underlying approximation of Eq. (24), namely the fact
that we neglect the vacuum-like multiplicity of the resolved
or unresolved subjets. This uncertainty in the jet cross
section is harmless for the shape of the θg distributions,
which are self-normalized by construction.
In Fig. 6, the quenched θg distributions are displayed.

The most remarkable feature of these distributions is the
keen transition at θg ¼ θc. This arises due to several
reasons that we proceed to analyze. To start with, our
energy loss model, i.e., Eq. (24), contains a sharp dis-
tinction between resolved and unresolved splittings that
translates into branchings with θ ≥ θc losing more energy
than those with θ ≤ θc. Then, the steeply falling nature of
the spectrum drastically reduces the possibilities of these
wide angle branchings that lost a substantial amount of
energy to end up in the selected pt window. That is, the

FIG. 6. θg distribution obtained with Eq. (26). Including
differential energy loss results in a sharp transition in the
distributions at θc.
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least quenched jets, i.e., those splittings with θ ≤ θc (the
green region in Fig. 2), dominate the θg distribution and
therefore a narrowing is expected. This is a well-known
effect typically referred to as “selection bias” or “filtering
effect”; see e.g., Refs. [59,76–78] for a possible way out.
This feature also explains the a dependence of the ratio
in the bottom panel. In fact, we have shown in Eq. (8)
that the maximum of the θg distribution for vacuum
splittings is inversely proportional to a. This estimate is
still correct when including medium-induced emissions.
Therefore, when a ≥ 1 the probability of tagging a wide
splitting is larger than selecting a narrow one. However,
once energy loss is included, those very few narrow
splittings will lose significantly less energy than their
wide angle counterparts. Consequently, their probability
is enhanced with respect to vacuum and the ratio goes
above one. On the other hand, when a ≤ 1 small angle
splittings are typically selected. Following the same
reasoning, the very few large angle splittings will be
even more suppressed than in vacuum due to incoherent
energy loss.
Finally, we would like to comment on the effect of the

quark/gluon fraction resulting from the sum over flavors
in Eq. (26). In the vacuum, we expect quark-initiated jets
to have a narrower θg distribution than gluon-initiated jets
[see e.g., Eq. (8)]. Therefore, the θg distribution is also
sensitive to the different quark-gluon fraction of the hard
spectrum in Pb-Pb collisions compared to pp, but as
shown in Appendix B, the overall effect is very mild.
That said, once large angle jet energy loss is included,
since quark jets lose less energy than gluon jets, we
expect a filtering effect towards quark-initiated jets,
leading to an even narrower θg distribution. This effect
is accounted for in our analytic calculation and in Fig. 6.
To disentangle these two filtering effects, i.e., (i) towards
coherent, “unresolved” jets and (ii) quark-initiated jets, an
interesting possibility is to measure the θg distribution in
Z=γ þ jet events [59,76,79].

4. Path-length fluctuations

So far, we assumed that the medium is a homogeneous
brick of fixed length. In this section we discuss how to
extend our toy theoretical model to account for the fact
that in a realistic heavy-ion collision the hard scattering
that produces the jet can take place anywhere inside
the geometric overlap area between the two colliding
nuclei.
Note that our homogenous brick model also ignores the

rapid expansion of the medium and the fluctuations of q̂
along different path lengths. Regarding the expansion of
the medium, previous studies showed that a simple
Bjorken-like expansion of the medium is well captured
by rescaling the jet quenching parameter q̂ of a homo-
geneous brick [80,81], q̂≡ kq̂ðtÞk1=2, where kfðtÞk1=2

stands for the 1=2-norm of the function fðtÞ with compact
support. This scaling is a consequence of the local nature
of the medium-induced emissions in the multiple soft
scattering regime ω ≪ ωc.

6 Since we do not consider
medium-induced emissions harder than ωc, we invoke
this scaling to extend our results to the Bjorken expansion
case. Beyond the purely longitudinal expansion scenario,
a simple rescaling of q̂ does not capture the medium
dynamics. Overall, the impact of a more realistic medium
description will be studied numerically in Sec. III.
We point out that this scaling applies for the medium-

induced emission process for which we can invoke the
argument of locality. It is not the case for θc, since this
angular scale comes from the decoherence of a color
singlet dipole traveling through the medium over a
distance L. However, θc also obeys an approximate
scaling law that relates static and expanding medium.
This scaling law is tantamount to replacing q̂ → q̂ðLÞ in
the definition of θc [81]. For a Bjorken expansion, this
rescaling of q̂ differs by a factor of 2 with respect to the
rescaling of q̂ that describes medium-induced emissions.
Since in the DLA, we do not control overall prefactors,
we decided not to study this alternative scaling for the
VLE phase space in our qualitative analysis.
To capture the fluctuation in the path length of the jet

for central collisions, we propose the following model:
(i) the interaction region is approximated by a circle of
radius R ¼ 4 fm around the center of the collision,
(ii) random ðx; yÞ coordinates of hard scatterings are
sampled uniformly in the interaction region, (iii) each
creation point is connected with a hard-scattering leading-
order matrix element from Pythia8 [83] (Monash13
tune [84]) in proton-proton collisions, assigning the
4-momenta of the outgoing legs and (iv) the path
lengths are determined by the intersection of the path
with the edge of the interaction region. The distribution
of the resulting path lengths is shown in the left panel of
Fig. 7, centered around 4 fm; however, hLi ¼ 3.75 fm
due to the asymmetry of the distribution. Even though
this model is overly simplistic, it is sufficient to
qualitatively understand the effects of the path length
fluctuations on the θg distribution. More precise phe-
nomenology would require accounting for the nuclear
thickness function and the precise shape of the inter-
action region across various centrality classes similar
to Ref. [58].
The θg distribution obtained with the medium-induced

branching kernel [see Eq. (17)] and a fluctuating path
length is presented in the right panel of Fig. 7. The ratio to

6This scaling is therefore distinct from the one discovered in
Ref. [82] that works for processes dominated by the most
energetic medium-induced emissions (ω ∼ ωc). As shown in
Ref. [81], it is also violated by VLEs via a change of the phase
space boundaries that we neglect in this study.
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the average L result is displayed in the bottom panel. The
enhancement of large θg values is rooted in the asymmetric
nature of the path-length distribution; see left panel of
Fig. 7. More concretely, shorter than average path lengths
are more probable. This automatically translates into a
distribution of θc values that tend to be larger than average
due to the θc ∝ L−3=2 scaling. Consequently, the θg dis-
tribution gets broader when path length fluctuations are
included.

C. Final theoretical results

Finally, we present our theoretical curves including all
the ingredients discussed in the previous paragraphs in
Fig. 8. Compared to Fig. 6, we observe that the main effect
of introducing the path length fluctuations is to smoothen
the transition (peak) around the critical angle θc.
Consequently, the peak of the medium modified θg dis-
tribution is shifted towards slightly smaller values of the
opening angle; however the peak still persists. It is easy to
observe by eye that there are choices of the dynamical
grooming parameter a which enhance the relative differ-
ence between the medium and the vacuum θg distributions.
For a ∼ 2, we do not see a significant deviation, whereas
values of a close to 1 give a pronounced peak around the
mean value of θc which is not present in the vacuum
distribution. Therefore, we expect that measuring the
dynamically groomed jet radius with a ∼ 1 will provide
clear evidence of the existence of a characteristic (de)
coherence angle.
In order to gauge the sensitivity of the θg observable

to medium physics in a more quantitative way, we
choose the Kolmogorov-Smirnov metric as a measure
of the differences between the vacuum and in-medium

distributions. The Kolmogorov-Smirnov (KS) distance,7

D, is defined as

D ¼ max
0≤θg≤R

jΣvacðθgÞ − ΣmedðθgÞj; ð30Þ

where Σ denotes the cumulative distribution

ΣðθgÞ ¼
Z

θg

0

dθ0
1

σ

dσ
dθ0

: ð31Þ

That is, the KS metric corresponds to the maximal
distance between the cumulated spectra. The larger D
is, the more distinct the two distributions are and,
consequently, the larger the discriminating power of θg
is. We choose to use this more involved metric instead of
the usual ratio because of the strong differences in shape
between the medium and vacuum distributions. In Fig. 9,
we display the value of the Kolmogorov-Smirnov dis-
tance resulting from our analytic calculation of the θg
distribution for several values of the grooming parameter
a. We observe a nonmonotonic behavior with a and the
largest distance corresponds to a ¼ 0.3. The other inter-
esting feature of this plot, which we shall also observe in
Monte Carlo simulations, is the reduction of the
Kolmogorov-Smirnov distance once path length fluctua-
tions are included, as a consequence of a smoother
transition between coherent and incoherent subjet energy
loss.
To summarize and conclude this analytic section, we

emphasize that our pQCD-motivated theoretical model,

FIG. 7. Left: probability distribution of the fluctuating jet path length in a simplified scenario described in the main text. Right: θg
distribution for various values of the dynamical grooming parameter a when including medium-induced emissions only and path-length
fluctuations. The fluctuations smoothen the sharp transition around θc. The asymmetric nature of the jet path length distribution results
in a nonflat ratio.

7The authors would like to thank Marta Verweij for suggesting
this metric in a different context.
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relies on the factorization between VLEs and MIEs in the
DLA and the multiple soft scattering approximation. We
predict a significant modification of the θg distribution
around the critical angle θc, as a consequence of multiple
imprints of different physical mechanisms. The most
dominant effect is the filtering towards fully coherent
jets. The second important result is that, by pursuing an
analytic approach, we are able to provide theoretical
guidance on the optimal values of the DyG parameter a
that maximize the discrimination power of this observable
in order to probe the physics of color (de)coherence
experimentally.

III. MONTE CARLO SIMULATIONS

In this section, we numerically explore the θg distribution
with three state-of-the-art jet quenching Monte Carlo codes:
JetMed [38], the Hybrid model [85] and Jewel [86,87]. In all

cases, we generate dijet events at
ffiffiffi
s

p ¼ 5.02 TeV in Pbþ Pb
collisions.8 For each event, particles are clustered on an
event-by-event basis into anti-kt jets [88] with R ¼ 0.4 and
reclustered with the Cambridge/Aachen [89] algorithm to
obtain an angular-ordered clustering sequence. The analysis
is performed on jets with transverse momenta 75 < pt <
100 GeV and rapidities jyj < 1.

A. JetMed

To begin with, we present results for the Monte Carlo
framework that is closest in spirit to the semianalytic model
presented in the previous section. The Monte Carlo JetMed

FIG. 8. θg distribution for the toy model given by Eq. (26) for various values of the DyG parameter a in vacuum (solid, blue) and in the
medium with (dashed, red) and without (dotted, gray) path length fluctuations.

8Actually, we only generated the JetMed events by our-
selves. We have obtained the Jewel samples from https://
jetquenchingtools.github.io, while the Hybrid events have been
kindly provided by Daniel Pablos.
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is a parton shower based on the factorization between
vacuum-like emissions and medium-induced emissions
that holds in the double-logarithmic approximation for
the former and multiple soft scattering approximation for
the latter. The main differences to be expected between
the analytic approach and the numerical results concern
(i) the inclusion of part of the single logarithmic corrections
to the vacuum-like shower, through the running of the QCD
coupling and the hard collinear emissions, (ii) the proper
resummation of the medium-induced emissions with for-
mation time tmed

f ≪ L in the multiple branching regime,
(iii) the relaxation of the quenching weight approximation
since the jet energy loss is provided for free in a parton
shower approach and (iv) accounting for the transverse
momentum broadening after emission that leads to a shift in
the final θg value of the tagged subjet. Notice that we have
extended the original code to include jet path length
fluctuations using the same model of the geometry as in
the analytics.
The resulting θg distributions for JetMed are displayed

in Fig. 10. Let us start the discussion with the vacuum
curves. A clear quantitative discrepancy at small θg exists
between them and the analytic ones presented in Fig. 1.
The main source of this difference is the choice of fixed
coupling in the analytic result that moves the vacuum peak
towards smaller θg. Including running coupling correc-
tions in the analytic calculation is relatively simple;
however we opt to not do it since the logic of this paper
is to present results at double logarithmic accuracy.
Regarding the medium, we observe the same trends as
in the analytic calculation: for a ≤ 1 they are strongly
peaked at the average critical angle θc, the relevant
angular scale in the problem. The peak around θc becomes
broader when including jet path length fluctuations,

similar to what is observed in the analytical results in
Fig. 8. An important observation is that the medium
curves are overall shifted towards larger angles, due to
transverse momentum broadening, while they are still
peaked around hθci for a < 1.
The Kolmogorov-Smirnov distance between the vacuum

and medium distributions is shown in the left panel of
Fig. 11. Through this metric we confirm the analytic
observation of a nonmonotonic behavior of the KS distance
with a. The higher-order corrections included in JetMed
slightly shift the value of a at which the maximal KS
distance is achieved, i.e., a ¼ 0.3 at the DLA and a ¼ 0.5
in JetMed. In addition, path-length fluctuations also reduce
the discriminating power of this observable as was the case
in the analytic calculation.
In order to enhance the sensitivity to jet quenching

effects a rather small value of a, i.e., a ≤ 1, must be chosen.
However, one should keep in mind that the lower a is, the
larger the nonperturbative corrections to the vacuum dis-
tribution are [47]. Hence, there is a trade-off between
maximizing the KS distance and minimizing the impact
of hadronization corrections. From Fig. 11, we con-
clude that values of a between ∼0.5 and ∼0.7 fulfill these
requirements.
We would like to remark that this optimization exercise

is relatively simple in the case of dynamical grooming
given that it has a single free parameter and, as noted in
Ref. [44], the θg distribution is invariant under the a → 1=a
transformation. This last point immediately reduces the
range of a values to scan. Obviously, one could also
calculate D in the two-dimensional parameter space
spanned by the SoftDrop condition. However, not only
the increased dimensionality but also the possible degen-
eracy between pairs of (zcut; β) complicate the analysis.

B. Strong vs weak coupling approach

Throughout this manuscript, we have considered a very
specific model of the in-medium shower founded on two
basic pillars: a weak coupling description of the medium
and the multiple soft scattering approximation. Then, a
natural question to ask is: do the observed features of the
θg distribution arise only in this model or are these
features general enough so that any model with some
notion of angular dependent energy loss leaves the same
footprints in the θg distribution? To address this point we
make use of the Hybrid model. It is beyond the scope of
this paper to provide a thorough description of all the
ingredients assembled in this code, but we would like to
highlight some of the differences in the phase space of
emissions with respect to the discussion surround-
ing Fig. 2.
In the strong coupling description of the medium, the

existence of a finite resolution length was first considered
in Ref. [90]. However, this property does not appear
naturally as it is the case in the weak-coupling scenario,

FIG. 9. Kolmogorov-Smirnov distance defined in Eq. (30) as a
function of the dynamical grooming parameter a for the theo-
retical results with (squares) and without (circles) jet path length
fluctuations. The bigger the KS value, the easier it is to
discriminate between vacuum and medium distributions.
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FIG. 10. θg distribution for various values of the DyG parameter awith JetMed in vacuum (solid, blue) and in the mediumwith (dashed,
red) and without (dotted, gray) jet path length fluctuations. The medium distribution exhibits a peak around the coherence angle θc.

FIG. 11. Kolmogorov-Smirnov distance defined in Eq. (30) as a function of the dynamical grooming parameter a with the JetMed
parton shower (left) and the Hybrid model (right). The weak and strong coupling descriptions of the jet-medium interaction are in
qualitative agreement.
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but rather has to be introduced by hand as a free parameter
called Lres in the Hybrid model. From a physics point of
view, Lres corresponds to the minimal distance between
two color charges such that they interact with the
medium independently. This resolution length is inversely
proportional to the local temperature of the medium, the
only scale in the problem, and the coefficient of pro-
portionality cannot be computed from first principles but
only estimated. In this work we explore three different
values of Lres. The fully incoherent case is considered
by setting Lres ¼ 0. The opposite scenario in which the
jet is treated as a single object corresponds to Lres ¼ ∞.
Finally, we take an intermediate value of Lres ¼ 2=ðπTÞ,
with T being the local temperature of the plasma. In spite
of sharing the same concept of “resolution of colored
prongs by the plasma”, we would like to emphasize that
Lres and θc are intrinsically different, but lead to
qualitatively similar bias effects. Notably, there is no

critical angular scale in the Hybrid model, and therefore
there is no angular selection bias as in the weak coupling
picture discussed so far. The effect of a finite Lres is
simply to increase the amount of energy lost by jets due
to an increase of resolved sources which undergo strong
coupling energy loss. This induces a selection bias in a
similar way to JetMed, but for a different reason. Another
important difference with respect to JetMed is the fact
that no medium-induced branching kernel exists in the
Hybrid model, i.e., the splitting probability is the same as
in vacuum. On top of that, we consider hadronized
samples and switch off the medium response for the
purpose of this section.
We show the dynamically groomed jet radius dis-

tributions in Fig. 12 for the aforementioned values of
the screening length Lres. There are two cases for which
no angular scale is present in the energy loss mechanism:
Lres ¼ 0 and Lres ¼ ∞. Clearly, the Lres ¼ ∞ results

FIG. 12. θg distribution for various values of the DyG parameter a with the Hybrid and no medium response. The fully coherent
energy loss (Lres ¼ ∞) scenario closely resembles the vacuum distribution.
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closely resemble the vacuum distributions. The interpreta-
tion of this result is quite transparent: in the Lres ¼ ∞ case
only the parent parton loses energy and therefore the
filtering effect is drastically reduced. Naturally, the
orthogonal scenario where all individual splittings are
resolved by the medium, i.e., Lres ¼ 0, exhibits the
biggest modification with respect to the vacuum bench-
mark. The intermediate case of Lres ¼ 2=ðπTÞ is in quan-
titative agreement with the JetMed results. This allows us to
conclude that the proposed observable is agnostic to the
fine details of the energy loss mechanism or the physical
origin of the resolution scale. If measured experimentally,
this observable has enough discriminatory power to dis-
card (or confirm) a fully coherent scenario (Lres ¼ ∞).
However, it would be hard to disentangle the Lres ¼ 0 and
0 ≤ Lres ≤ ∞ cases. To that end, further constraints on
the model from other observables are required, e.g., fit
the parameters to describe the RAA and predict the θg
distribution.
Notice, that, in contrast to JetMed, this Monte Carlo uses

a realistic hydrodynamical profile. Remarkably, the nar-
rowing of the distribution is not washed out by either the
medium expansion or its geometrical fluctuations. This is
confirmed by the values of the Kolmogorov-Smirnov
metric shown in the right panel of Fig. 11. That said,
we observe that the optimal value of a shifts from 0.5≲
a≲ 0.7 in JetMed to 0.7≲ a≲ 1 in the Hybrid model
with Lres ¼ 2π=T.

C. Impact of medium response

The final effect that we would like to quantify is the
impact of the medium backreaction in our proposed
observable. To that end, we make use of two independent
models of medium response: the ones implemented in
the Jewel and Hybrid models. Technically, in order to
avoid double counting of the thermal particles’ momenta,

we implemented the GridSub1 method described in
Ref. [8] for Jewel9 and the background subtraction
technique presented in Appendix A of Ref. [39] in the
Hybrid case. Further, in both models hadronization is
switched on. One last remark before presenting the
results is that in Jewel the radiation for unresolved
emissions is not considered. Then, there is no coherence
angle θc in this model and the θg distribution would be
mainly sensitive to the filtering effect due to the finite
size of the medium. In some sense, it is closest to the
Lres ¼ 0 in the Hybrid calculation that we have pre-
sented above.
In Fig. 13, we present the θg distributions for the

optimal value of a according to the Kolmogorov-Smirnov
tests performed in the previous section. Further, in the
case of the Hybrid model, we fix Lres ¼ 0 given that it
showed the biggest difference with respect to the vacuum
baseline. First of all, the vacuum curves between the two
models are in quantitative agreement as expected since
they are both based on the Pythia parton shower. The
quenched curves without medium response of the two jet
quenching Monte Carlo generators also match. However,
once medium response is taken into account the two
results differ. Qualitatively, an enhancement of wide-
angle splittings is observed. Since particles originated
from the medium backreaction are inherently soft, they
can only affect this DyG observable if they appear at
large enough angles. Their contribution is sizably differ-
ent in the explored models. More concretely, in the Jewel
case medium response completely distorts the shape of
the distribution and creates a bump at the edge of the jet
cone, while in the Hybrid case the impact is more

FIG. 13. θg distribution for the Jewel (left) and the Hybrid (with Lres ¼ 0) models including medium response for a ¼ 0.7 in the DyG
condition. The medium response introduces an enhancement of partons towards wider angles.

9We use a grid resolution value of 0.05. We have checked that
our results do not change when varying this parameter up and
down by a factor of 2.
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moderate but brings the medium and vacuum distribu-
tions closer. The signal created by the wake particles
clearly pollutes the interpretation of the KS distance in
terms of probing Lres. Turning the argument around,
these results suggest the potential of this observable to
discriminate between different models of the medium
backreaction. However, the large-angle domain is also
contaminated by the fluctuating underlying event in
heavy-ion collisions, as was shown in Ref. [32]. In this
work, we are interested in designing a pQCD-dominated
observable and therefore we proceed to present two
possible ways of reducing the impact of soft physics,
i.e., both the medium backreaction and the thermal
background: (i) using smaller jet radii and (ii) selecting
semiperipheral events.10

1. Jet radius dependence

Several experimental measurements of jet substruc-
ture [7,11,91,92] have used small-R jets in order to
reduce the impact of combinatorial jets. From the
theoretical point of view, describing the cone-size
dependence of jet quenching is an active field of research
[58,93]. The impact of reducing the jet radius from
R ¼ 0.4 to R ¼ 0.2 on the θg distribution is shown in
Fig. 14. Clearly, tagging soft, thermal particles in
narrower jets is less probable than in Fig. 13. In the
case of the Hybrid model this choice is extremely
efficient in minimizing the influence of medium
response. The last statement is true for all values of
the dynamical grooming parameter a. On the other hand,
reducing the jet radius is not enough to make the
sensitivity to recoil particles in Jewel vanish. An extra

cut on the z of the emissions á la SoftDrop would
probably be helpful. Of course, by narrowing the phase
space for emissions, quenching effects are also dimin-
ished and that is the reason why the vacuum and
medium distributions look more alike than in the R ¼
0.4 case. Therefore, we conclude that, as expected,
mitigating the impact of medium response by shrinking
the jet radius comes at the price of a reduction in the
discriminating power of the observable.

2. Centrality dependence

Another possibility to reduce the impact of medium
response is to explore semiperipheral collisions where
the medium is not as dense as when the two nuclei
collide head on. Figure 15 demonstrates that moving to
semiperipheral collisions does not reduce the medium
response component as effectively as reducing the jet
radius did. We therefore conclude that the combination
that maximizes the sensitivity to color coherence effects
is R ¼ 0.2, 0–5% and 0.5 ≤ a ≤ 1.
Studying the dependence of the θg distribution with

centrality is interesting not only from the point of view of
reducing the impact of medium response, but also to
further constrain the resolution angle [58]. In a weak
coupling picture the scaling of θc with respect to the
length of the medium is well known to be θc ∝ L−3=2. In
contrast, if no coherent angle existed and the maximum
of the θg distribution was driven by the filtering effect
caused by the finite size of the medium, one would
expect a θmax ∝ L−1 scaling. Therefore, the centrality
dependence of the θg distribution s peak location would
be stronger for a θc dependent energy loss. In order to
explicitly demonstrate this statement one would have to
implement the geometry of the collision in JetMed in
such a way that different centralities can be simulated.
This task is left for future work.

FIG. 14. Same as Fig. 13 but with R ¼ 0.2 showing a significant reduction of wide angle emissions originated from medium response.

10Another alternative that would effectively reduce the impact
of medium response, but that we do not pursue in this work,
would be to increase the jet pt in the selection.
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IV. FINAL REMARKS AND OUTLOOK

In this paper, we presented a comprehensive analysis
of a promising jet substructure observable in heavy-ion
collisions: the dynamically groomed jet radius θg dis-
tribution. We have shown through analytic calculations
grounded in pQCD that the medium-modified distribution
is strongly sensitive to the coherence angle of the
medium θc. These analytic calculations are supplemented
by Monte Carlo calculations of this observable with
JetMed which are in qualitative agreement with our
analytic results. In summary, our study demonstrates
the ability of the dynamically groomed jet radius to
measure decoherence effects in the substructure of a jet
traveling through a dense QCD medium. The numerical
routines used in this work are provided in Ref. [51].
Given the simplifications inherent to our analytic and

JetMed calculations, it is not our intention to provide
quantitative predictions for the θg distribution to be
measured in heavy-ion collisions. However, we have
been able to pin down the dominant physical mechanisms
at stake which drive the modification of this observable.
In fact, there are several dynamical processes in the
medium that converge at the QGP resolution angle and
leave their imprint on the dynamically groomed jet
radius. For instance, (i) the presence of the veto region
leads to a narrowing of the θg distribution that is more
pronounced, the larger the value of a ≤ 2 is. On the
contrary, (ii) the medium-induced branching kernel gen-
erates an enhancement of large-angle splittings due to
transverse momentum broadening. The last two compet-
ing physical ingredients are eclipsed by (iii) differential
energy loss. That is, when constructing a toy model for

an in-medium parton shower that includes vacuum-like
and medium-induced emissions as well as energy loss,
we observe that narrow splittings are enhanced for all
values of a with respect to the vacuum baseline. Notably,
the inclusion of a fluctuating jet path length smooths out
the transition at θc, but does not wash out the signal
completely.
We have also explored the sensitivity of our results to

the underlying theoretical modeling of the jet-medium
interactions, using the Hybrid model that relies on strong
coupling jet-medium interactions. This model also pre-
dicts a strong sensitivity of the observable to the medium
resolution length, which is the strong coupling analog of
the coherence angle. Further, we have studied the impact
of medium response in this observable with both the
Hybrid and Jewel models. The imprint of these soft
particles on the θg distribution is an enhancement of wide
angle splittings. However, the magnitude of the θg ≈ Rjet

peak significantly differs in the two descriptions of the
medium. Since we are interested in a pQCD-dominated
observable we explored two routes to reduce the medium
response contribution: reducing the jet cone size and
using semiperipheral events. Our findings indicate that
the former option is more efficient than the latter.
We would like to emphasize that the main difference

between the in-medium and vacuum θg distributions is not
just a displacement in the peak position, but rather a
significant modification of the shape of the distribution
as a whole. That is the main reason why we quantify the in-
medium to vacuum differences with the Kolmogorov-
Smirnov distance and not with a simple ratio as is
typically done experimentally for other jet substructure

FIG. 15. Same as Fig. 13 but for 50–60% in Jewel and for 30–40% in Hybrid. The medium response contribution is reduced but less
effectively than in Fig. 14.
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observables such as the SoftDrop family in Ref. [11].
Thanks to the use of this metric, we were able to provide,
both for the analytic calculation and for the Monte Carlo
simulations, a reasonable window for the dynamical
grooming parameter a and jet radius R to be used
experimentally in order to maximize the effects of the
coherence angle, while at the same time minimizing the
nonperturbative contributions, such as hadronization,
geometry fluctuations and medium response. This is a
tremendous advantage of the dynamical grooming pro-
cedure which depends on a single free parameter a.
As such, studying the physics probed by the observable
as a function of this single parameter is straightforward.
We found that the optimal values are 0.5≲ a≲ 1 and
R≲ 0.2, regardless of the theoretical model of jet
quenching.
We have shown that both weak and strong coupling

models lead to similar trends in the θg distribution. In
order to move forward and disentangle theoretical models
of jet quenching, there is a crucial need for performing
global analyses in which models are tested against both
global jet energy loss (RAA like) and jet substructure
measurements, such as θg after dynamical grooming
considered in this paper. A scan in terms of centrality
classes or colliding system sizes is an interesting pos-
sibility to be explored in the future, given the theoreti-
cally well-defined path-length dependence of the critical
angle. It will likely constrain more precisely the shape of
the medium-modified phase space in Fig. 2 and reveal
unambiguously the existence of a critical line at θ ¼ θc
as well as its dependence on the physical properties of
the medium. In addition, experimental data on the kt of
the hardest emission would provide complementary
information to the θg measurement since it probes the
orthogonal direction in phase space.
A natural extension of this work would be to go beyond

the multiple soft scattering approximation of the parton-
medium interaction. We plan to study the impact of rare,
hard scatterings on the phase space of emissions within the
improved opacity expansion in a forthcoming publication
[50]. Further, our resummation could be extended to
account for heavy quarks in order to quantify the potential
of the θg distribution to expose the dead-cone effect in
heavy-ion collisions [94–98].
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APPENDIX A: SUDAKOV WITH VETO REGION

The purpose of this appendix is to provide a semi-
analytic formula for the Sudakov form factor that
includes the veto region for vacuum-like emissions given
by Eq. (28). Using Eq. (14), one can express Δ∉veto in
terms of Δ∈veto using

lnðΔ∉vetoÞ ¼ lnðΔÞ − lnðΔ∈vetoÞ: ðA1Þ

After replacing P̃ðz; θÞ by Eq. (6), we get for the in-veto
contribution

lnΔ∈vetoðκjaÞ ¼ −2ᾱ
Z
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APPENDIX B: REALISTIC JET SPECTRUM

To make our analytic predictions closer to reality we
have to include the jet spectrum. It enters into our
calculation through the quark/gluon ratio and through
the spectrum power n in the energy loss component of
Eq. (27). We use the dijet parametrization from Ref. [59] atffiffiffi
s

p ¼ 5.02 TeV, jηj < 2.8 and R ¼ 0.4:
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dσi
dpt

¼ a

�
pt0

pt

�
−ðbþc ln pt

pt0
Þ
; ðB1Þ

where the subscript i indicates the flavor of the initiating
parton and ða; b; pt0; cÞ are free parameters. This leads to
the coefficients presented in Table I.
The impact of the nuclear parton distribution functions

(PDFs) on the observable at play is shown in Fig. 16. We
observe that the quark/gluon fraction is barely modified in
this pt window.
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